Birmingham Economic Theory Workshop 2009
Department of Economics, University of Birmingham
Room G05, University House, Birmingham Business School
Friday, September 18, 2009

11:00–11:30: Coffee on Arrival
11:30–12:20: **Andres Carvajal** (Warwick) and John Quah (Oxford): “A Non-Parametric Analysis of the Cournot Model”.
12:20–13:10: Lunch
13:10–14:00: Daron Acemoglu (MIT) and **Martin K. Jensen** (Birmingham): “Comparing Equilibria in Large Dynamic Economies”.
14:00–14:10: Break
14:10–15:00: **Ludovic Renou** (Leicester) and Karl Schlag (Pompeu Fabra): “Ordients: Optimization and Comparative Statics without Utility Functions”.
15:00–15:30: Coffee
16:20–16:30: Break

Drinks & Dinner.

All are welcome. RSVP **Martin Kaæ Jensen** (m.k.jensen@bham.ac.uk)